In today’s world of competitive business environments, maximizing operational efficiency and profit is expected. Client businesses are looking for every advantage possible to increase working capital. Business Process Services (BPS) has helped many companies achieve those critical advantages by providing:

**COST EFFECTIVENESS:** Defining the right level of resources and skill sets for performing and delivering Business Processes.

- The first consideration is location of talent. BPS has identified the unique combination of excellent talent in locations where costs of operations are lower, in the US and abroad.
- BPS can help clients assess and identify which processes are good candidates for business process outsourcing.
- BPS has designed programs to limit disruption related to people and technology changes.

**CRITICAL OPTIMIZATION:** Removing the headache of managing processes which are non-core for the client and providing a solid scalable delivery of these processes.

- Today’s businesses have to deal with an astonishing array of complex issues in order to achieve the growth they need. A constantly changing market means core processes need constant attention.
- Non-core business processes should be managed by a service provider (BPS) who can deliver in a seamless manner with transparency and access to your information.

**QUALITY OVER COST:** Providing quality services at a significantly lower cost than currently being incurred.

- By leveraging the BPS talent and the wide range of Withum capability, the clients experience increased service quality with true accountability at a significantly lower cost.
TECHNOLOGICALLY DRIVEN: Leveraging the latest technologies and best practices in Service Delivery.

- Withum is at the cutting edge of Digital Technology especially with Robotic Process Automation and intelligent BOTS.
- The BPS team interacts constantly with the Technology teams covering Workflow Automation, ERP and CRM user adoption frameworks, Cyber security and many other areas.

TRACK RECORD OF SUCCESS: Partnering with an established quality firm through Withum offerings as a catalyst for growth and success.

- The partnership with a quality firm ensures that the same quality of experience is enjoyed across all services. The commitment to service and excellence shines through into the client’s results.

ENDLESS POTENTIAL: Multiple services to new clients.

BPS OFFERINGS

- HR Payroll Services
- Collections
- Dynamic Discounting
- Cash Postings
- Purchase Order Management
- Journal Entries
- Variance Commentary
- Account Reconciliations
- Planning Real Estate
- Budget and Planning Actuals
- Strategic Planning Capital
- Contract Management
- Customer Service Purchasing Process Management
- Weekly Short-Term Cash Forecast and Tracking
- Month End Close Management Consolidation Reporting
- BVA Reporting Actuals
- Tax Process Filings Documentation and Research
- Report Production and Distribution
- Bank Instructions and Wires
- Monthly Reporting Packages
- SOX Controls and Testing
- Dunning Forecast Management
- Treasury Management System Operations
- Invoice Processing
- Budget Preparation
- Billing
- Dispute Resolution
- Supplier Payment
- Cash Applications

Interested in learning how our Business Process Services can help your organization? Visit us online at withum.com or contact Nina Chmura directly at nchmura@withum.com.